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Waller's 'Madison County' inspires a new
book of photos and poetry
Benedetta (Ben) Stellino has lived in the quaint section of
Toronto, Canada, known as the Beaches for 20 years.
Drawn to the area's boardwalks, sandy beaches and intimate
bistros, she said the Beaches gives the impression of being a
small town, even though it is in Canada's largest city.
"My home is my retreat," Stellino said. "It keeps me sane."
If the Beaches stimulates her intellect, the poet and
photographer's passion can be found nearly 1,000 miles away
in Winterset, Iowa.

The birthplace of actor John Wayne, the town of 5,190 people
is perhaps best known as the setting of "The Bridges of
Madison County" (1992), a best-selling romance novella by
author Robert James Waller.
While her husband and children are away at the Iowa State
Fair, lonely Italian-American farm wife Francesca Johnson has
an affair with Robert Kincaid, a "National Geographic"
photographer who is in Winterset to do a photo essay on the
community's famous covered bridges.
Ben Stellino will be launching her book "This Thing Between Us" during the Madison County
(Iowa) Covered Bridge Festival Oct. 13-14. The Toronto-based poet and photographer wrote the
book after being inspired by Robert James Waller's "The Bridges of Madison County."

With more than 60 million copies sold, "The Bridges of
Madison County" went on to become one of the
bestselling books in the 20th century. The 192-page novel even
spawned a movie and a Broadway musical.
When Stellino read the book for the first time, she was struck
by how much of a connection she had with the story, and how
Waller's words mirrored her own emotions.
"Being Italian, I identified with Francesca's character, and
being a photographer, I identified with Robert as well," she
explained. "I also knew what it felt like to experience a love
that you can't turn away from."
Stellino has recently published a book entitled "This Thing
Between Us: A Story of Love, Loss and Renewal," which
contains poetry and photography inspired by "The Bridges of
Madison County."

"This book is something I literally wanted to do for some
time," she said. "But I knew I had to heal my heart form a lost
love. It wasn't until I recovered from my heartbreak that I
found a way to be objective and move forward."
You told me that you wrote "This Thing Between Us" for
three reasons. What were the reasons?
"First of all, I could begin it with a clear heart and mind.
Secondly, I wanted to pay homage to the memory of Robert
James Waller (the author died in 2017 at the age of 77), and
thirdly, I wanted to take something off of my bucket list. My
friends and family were probably getting sick of me talking
about it."
Your book was literally a passion project, right?
"It was. Some people take issue with Francesca because she
was a married woman who was having an affair. It doesn't
matter if you're married or unmarried or if a relation is sexual
or platonic, you can't turn away from your soul mate. Robert
and Francesca's love story only lasted four days and they never
saw each other again. But they both felt they were the other's
soul mate."

But you don't believe in soul mates anymore, do you?
Ben Stellino's "This Thing Between Us" is available at online book retailers like Amazon.com.

"It's an illusion to think you have a mystical connection with
someone. But you are taught lessons from each relationship
that you have. You learn to be more patient and you learn to
forgive."
I know you were in Winterset, last year, to do research and
photograph the famous Roseman Bridge. I also know you'll
be launching "This Thing Between Us" during the Madison
County Covered Bridge Festival on Oct. 13-14. Sounds like
a lot of fun.
"Last year, I attended a conference in Chicago and took a plane
from Chicago to Des Moines. Then, I rented a car and drove to
Winterset. Last time, I was alone. This time, I'll be coming
with my niece and a few girlfriends of mine. Instead of coming
by plane, we'll be driving the entire way. It's about a 13- or 14hour car trip to Winterset. I'm looking forward to a very
memorable road trip."
Inspired by "The Bridges of Madison County," Ben Stellino's
"This Thing Between Us: A Story of Love, Loss and Renewal"
may purchased at Amazon.com as well as other online book
retailers.
	
  

